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Not a Normal Recovery: Balancing Mid-Cycle Risks & Opportunities

1.  Growth Risks: Tilted to the Downside

a) COVID: Expect only a moderate wave this winter

b) Policy impulse: No longer stimulative – tapering and tax hikes

c) China’s real estate obsession: No Lehman, but a critical growth headwind

2.  How Long is Transitory? A Wide Range of Inflation Outcomes is Plausible 

a) Supply chains: Constraints to ease from 1H2022

b) Wages: Especially hot for low-wage workers

c) Rents: Will make it tough for Fed to hit target late-2022

3.  Some Good News: Acceleration of the Digital Economy

• Surge in start-ups & unicorns reflects the broadening of the digital revolution across industries

o Still, the U.S. has only reached 18% of its digital potential

• We expect digital platforms to represent the majority of market cap by 2025

o With tech, health care and communications the most promising sectors

4.  Equity Market Outlook: Flat and Fat Returns

• Market valuations are fair provided

o Interest rates remain low: Requires a benign inflation cycle

o FCF growth meets rich expectations: Needs growth risks to abate
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1a.  Delta Diminishing: What Will the Gales of November Bring?

Source: Bloomberg, CDC, Johns Hopkins 

We expect only a modest winter wave

Cold increases effective reproduction rate 7%+

• Plus risk of a more transmissible variant

• But with the right cocktail of vaccines, masks,…

Should only be a mild headwind for growth

• Each wave has less impact on economy & markets

Open Table reservations

High-frequency reopening metrics

• Reservations: Just below pre-COVID level

• Little change since May

• Similar results for other high frequency indicators

o TSA # travelers, hotel occupancy, gas sales

o Google mobility: Retail & recreation activity

o Apple mobility: Transit activity

Will metrics hold up as cold weather approaches?

Source: Bloomberg, Open Table

Almost back to “normal”
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1b.  Mid-Cycle Policy: No Longer Stimulative

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Fiscal policy impulse: Impact on GDP growth

Early cycle: Policy was a tailwind

• No longer the case for fiscal & monetary policy

o But how big a headwind & how fast?

Tax proposals: Impact on household income

Proposed individual tax changes include

• Reinstitute top tax bracket to 39.6% (from 37%)

o Bracket begins at $450k

• Capital gains/dividend rate increased to 25%

o Effective rate 28.8%

• Extend items from recent stimulus bill

o Child tax credit, EITC, …

• Raise IRS funding to increase compliance

With corporate hikes: Raise $1.2 to $1.5 tn over 10Y

Source: Bloomberg, House Ways & Means Committee

SAAR, 3QMA, ppts
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1b.  Tax Hikes: The $1.5 tn Quest to Fund Biden’s Agenda

Corporate tax hikes may include

• Increase rate from 21% to 25% (possibly 26.5%)

o Was 35% from 1991 to 2017

• Raise GILTI tax from 10.5% to 16.5%

• Hit to SPX EPS: 4% to7% in 2022 

o Higher in tech & healthcare

Likely to be only a mild headwind for EPS growth

Govt shutdown in December?

Debt limit to be hit Oct 18 to early Nov

• If not lifted, Treasury is blocked from issuing more 

debt to pay its bills (e.g., Social Security)

• Congress & Treasury have some unorthodox options 

Fourteen govt shutdowns since 1981

• Most have lasted 1 -3 days

o But the most recent shutdown was 34 days

• S&P return: Negative in only 3 of 14 cases

o Max drawdown: -2.5% in 1987

Source: US Treasury, NBER, Bloomberg

Corp tax receipts, select countries (% GDP)

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, "The Made in America Tax Plan"
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1b.  Does Tapering Mean Hiking is Imminent?

Source: FRB, NBER, Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Tapering soon, but QT could be years away

Markets sell-off if fear Fed will hike aggressively

• 2013 Tantrum: Bernanke’s speech misinterpreted

• Dot Plot: 1st hike in late-2022, three in 2023

Tapering is a non-event: But sets up hiking cycle

2013-2014: Equity markets were unfazed

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, Epoch Investment PartnersSource: Bloomberg, FRB, Epoch Investment Partners

In 2013 Treasuries sold off on hike fears

Previous taper was 

from Jan to Oct 2014

Tantrum
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1c.  China’s Minsky Moment? Unlikely, But no Longer a Growth Driver

Source: BIS, Bloomberg

Non-financial corporate debt (% GDP) A closed capital account & current account surplus

• Beijing can determine which losses to socialize and 

which creditors to punish

• The govt has the capacity to mitigate contagion in the 

event of a major default

China’s economy is “unstable, unbalanced, 

uncoordinated and unsustainable.” 

-- Former Premier Wen Jiabao, March 2007

“The boom in China is unsustainable. Money and credit 

have been growing at an annual rate of 20%.”

-- Fed, May 2004

China’s population (ave annual % change)

Source: United NationsSource: BIS, Bloomberg

Non-financial corporate sector, DSR (%)

The demographic time-bomb:

Ponzi schemes require fresh punters
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1c.  China’s Real Estate Obsession: In a League of Its Own 

Source: “Has China’s Housing Production Peaked?” K. Rogoff, Harvard, 2021 

Real estate-related activities (% GDP)

Massive investment in an unproductive asset

• Construction & RE: 18% of urban employment

• Land transfer fees: 35% of local govt fiscal revenue

• Home price-to-income ratio of 4 major cities: 3x NYC

• Real estate: 70% of China’s household assets

o Implies a Beijing “put”?

Extend and pretend

• Rebalancing is fiendishly difficult

o Muddling along is more likely

Equities: Astonishing underperformance

Source: Bloomberg

In 2015 there were acute 

fears China’s RE bubble 

would burst

Regulatory tightening: China’s attack on tech 

• Common prosperity: Includes big tech raising wages, 

treating gig workers better, donating to charitable 

causes

• Winner-takes-most: A small # of firms have driven a 

majority of S&P gains

o Ten-baggers will not be allowed in China

Chinese indices: Doomed to underperform?
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2.  U.S. Inflation: A Wide Range of Outcomes is Plausible

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Core PCE inflation: To peak at year-end

Global supply chains: Efficient but fragile

• Durable goods: Especially autos & semis

o Bottlenecks often take 12 months to normalize

• Wage Growth: Especially hot for low-wage workers

• Rent: To add 50 bps to core PCE by end-2022

Spectre of stagflation?

Consumption expenditures

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

Core PCE prices: Above trend

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

Durable goods

"The recent spell of high inflation might last longer than 

anticipated” Jerome Powell, Sept 30

Durable goods prices
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2a. Bottlenecks: Start Your Holiday Shopping Early!

Source: Bloomberg, NAPM, NBER

Manufacturing orders: Record backlogs

"We're optimistic the chip shortage will ease up in late-

2022”

-- AMD CEO, Dr. Lisa Su

“It’s frustrating to see the bottlenecks and supply chain 

problems not getting better—in fact at the margins 

apparently getting a little bit worse. We see that 

continuing into next year probably, and holding up 

inflation longer than we had thought.”

-- Jerome Powell, Sept 30

GFC: Took freight rates 2Y to normalize

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

GFC: Took 6Y for auto sales to recover

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, NBER

This time it took 4M:

Leaving auto firms flat-footed
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2b.  The Perfect Storm: Labor Pool Declined by 8 mn Since Early-2020

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER

Job openings: How long to normalize?

Where did all the workers go? Will they come back?

• Supplementary benefits: 5.3 mn

• Fewer visas issued: 0.7 mn

• Early retirements: 1.5 mn

• Aging population: 1.0 mn

• Caretakers: ? Fear Covid: ?

• LFPR still low & hasn’t improved in a year

• US population growth: 0.35% in year to July 2021

Wage costs could also become a headwind for EPS

Labor Force Participation Rate

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Wage growth: Key risk to inflation

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, Atlanta Fed, NBER

Growth for low wage 

workers lagged for 

decades

Especially in retail, 

restaurants & health care

Tragic if LFPR 

doesn’t recover
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2c.  A Sharp Increase in Rents Is Likely

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Home price growth: Highest in decades

Inflation statistics: Not yet capturing this

• Fannie Mae & Zillow see rents up 6%+

o Higher for more expensive rentals

Shelter weight

• CPI: 32% (40% for core)

• PCE: 16% (18% core)

Rent to add 50+ bps to core PCE by end-2022

• Very tough for Fed to hit its 2.0% target

Tightest rental market since the 1980s

Source: Bloomberg, Census Bureau, NBER

House prices too high or rents too low?

Source: Bloomberg, OECD, NBER
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3. The Pandemic Accelerant Part II: Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, Mehlman Castagnetti

Top news stories don’t always have greatest L-T impact: 

What investors neglect while COVID dominates headlines?

New U.S. business applications (monthly average, ‘000): 

Have skyrocketed, but typically plummet during recessions

Reasons for start-up boom

• Broad availability of financing

• Vast digital ecosystem: Drastically 

lowers costs of starting a business

• Aggressive fiscal response

Source: Bloomberg, U.S. Census Bureau. Note: 2021 is to July

“The move towards a more digital and 

automated economy was already well 

underway before the pandemic. But the 

pandemic accelerated these shifts, 

compressing 20 years of change into 20 

weeks, marking the biggest shift in the way 

people work since WWII.”

—Erik Brynjolfsson, Stanford
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3. Broadening of the Digital Revolution Across Industries

Source: Bloomberg, The Economist

Unicorn births (# per quarter): 

Stunning surge, almost all new unicorns are digital businesses

U.S. VC financing (USD bn) has soared: 

In a wide range of digital businesses

A record # of unicorn births

• Especially in FinTech & Biotech

Source: Bloomberg, The Economist

“If you have $29 a month and can use 

email, you can easily build a store on 

Shopify in under an hour. You could 

start a business today.”

—Harley Finkelstein, Shopify President

U.S. has reached only 18% of its 

digital potential (Europe is 12%)

• Suggest a lot of runway remains
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3. Primed for a Decade of Rapid Productivity Growth

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, WPT

* CBO estimate, many economists think it could be significantly higher

U.S. productivity growth (% annually): 

Likely to exceed the tepid decade following the GFC

An extraordinarily tight labor market

• Companies' response: Accelerate automation

“When you put these three factors 

together—the bounty of technological 

advances, the compressed restructuring 

timetable due to covid-19, and an economy 

running at full capacity—the ingredients are 

in place for a productivity boom.”

—Erik Brynjolfsson et al, MIT Tech Review

Digitization is also profoundly disinflationary

• Implies “lower for even longer” rates

• Benefits long-duration equities & unicorns

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

U.S. profits hit new records: With the fastest 

rebound from recession ever observedHow long for S&P 500 EPS to reach pre-

recession high?

• During previous two recessions it took 11 Qs

o But this time it took just four

• We have already hit all-time high operating 

margins in several sectors, including tech, 

finance, and retail
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4.  Equity Market: Fairly-Valued, Conditional on Bond Yields

Earnings & FCF yield (less 10Y bond yield): Close to 25Y mean

Earnings growth

• Strong rebound: Already priced in?

Valuations

• Fair, assuming lower for longer rates

o And solid FCF growth continues

Source (all 3 charts): Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

SPX: EPS with consensus forecasts

Consensus

2019-21:  15% (annualized)

2022:   7%

2023:   5%
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This is Not a Normal Cycle: Investment Conclusions
1.  Mid-Cycle Growth Risks: Tilted to the Downside

• COVID: Expect a moderate rise this winter, but each wave is less damaging

• Policy: Both fiscal & monetary impulses have peaked

• China: A challenging growth outlook, but no Lehman

2.  The Great Inflation Debate: Transitory Keeps Getting Longer

• Supply constraints: More persistent than expected, but to ease from 1H2022

• Wages: Upward pressure, key risk to inflation outlook

• Rents: Make it challenging for inflation to hit 2.0% target next year

3.  Some Good News: The Pandemic Turbo-Charged the Digital Economy

• U.S. has only reached 18% of its digital potential

• We expect digital platforms to represent majority of market cap by 2025

• The most promising sectors: Tech, health care & communications

4.  Flat and Fat Returns: Equity Markets Appear Fairly-valued

• Two key risks: Markedly higher interest rates and disappointing FCF

• Mid-cycle portfolio positioning: Emphasize quality growth, with sustainable FCF

• Favor Global Champions: Given the winner-takes-most economy

5. What is Your Business Strategy for the Digital Age?

• We remain focused upon firms with resilient business models and strong FCF growth

• Imperative that companies successfully implement a business strategy for the Digital Age
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Making Portfolio 
Decisions in China's 
Changing Regulatory 
Environment
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The Growing Regulatory Pressure Weighed on Equity Performance

Source: Morgan Stanley; Bloomberg; Epoch Investment Partners

Ant Financials' IPO halted

China drafts new 
antitrust guideline to rein 

in tech giants, wiping 
US$102 billion from 

Alibaba, Tencent and 
Meituan stocks

China considers creating 
state-backed company to 

oversee tech data

China planning new 
crackdown on private 

tutoring sector

Didi dives as China 
unveils new cyber probe 

after mega IPO

China bars for-profit 
tutoring in core 

school subjects -
document

State Administration of Market 
Regulation published a 

consultation paper to seek 
public opinions on prohibiting 
anti-competitive behavior on 

the Internet.

China said to suspend 
approval for new 

online games, heating 
up Beijing’s campaign 

against gaming 
addiction

Macau is expected to slash 
casino concession terms as 

officials announced to tighten 
restrictions on operators150
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The Evolving Narrative Behind The Widening Crackdown

Themes Behind the Events

✓ Refocus China on Communist 

Party agenda ahead of 5-year plan

✓ Protect sensitive data (payments, 

ride sharing)

✓ Regulate socially-sensitive 

industries (education, liquor, 

gaming, gambling, media)

✓ Address income inequality (higher 

taxes proposed, "third distribution" 

from high-income firms and 

individuals)

✓ Scrutinize western capital / 

discourage overseas listings

Number of Key Regulation Related Events
80 in total, 11/3/2020 – 9/30/2021

"Common Prosperity"

Source: Morgan Stanley; Epoch Investment Partners
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Living Through the Uncertainties – The Example of EDU

Source: Morgan Stanley; Bloomberg; Epoch Investment Partners

Feb-2018: MoE launched campaign 
on AST that specialized in "exam 

preparations"

Mar-2018: Govt 
Work Report urged 
to relieve children's 
education burdens

Aug-2018: Xi expressed 
concerns over myopia among 

children; State Council urged to 
impose restriction on AST 

curriculums
Sep-2018: Xi said that AST 

institutions raise student workload, 
increase family financial burden, 

and disrupt teaching orders in 
schools. They thus need to be 

regulated

Dec-2018: MoE 
capped 

homework load 
and regulated 

AST curriculum

May-2020: COOCC 
National Committee 

member suggested to 
roll out comprehensive 

regulations on AST 
ASAP

Feb-2021: MoE 
work plan 

suggested to 
enhance 

regulation on 
AST

Mar-2021: Xi urged to solve issues 
related to AST; CPPCC National 
Committee member suggested to 

prohibit AST on curriculum 
subjects; Beijing started inspections 

into offline AST

May-2021: Reuters 
reported that China 

mulled another regulatory 
wave on AST

7/8/2021: Base-
case price targets 

of 36 sell-side 
analysts ranged 

from $8.60 to 
$23.55 and worst-
case scenario is 

$6.00.

7/23/2021: 
Beijing 

banned for-
profit K12 

AST
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New Oriental Education & Technology Group (EDU US): Close Price (USD)
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Source: MSCI; FactSet. As of 9/30/2021. 

But China Remains An Important Part of EM
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Decision rules de-bias decision-making

What Can We Do? – Adapt Our Process

Sell Discipline 

Protocol

Situation

• Thesis appears 

broken

• Stock under-performs 

for no plausible 

reason

• Core Model Score 

falls to Q4/Q5

Discussion

• Is original thesis is 

broken?

• Do we understand 

why stock is down?

• Does the analyst 

agree with the Core 

Model?

Decision

• Complete Sale

• Trim

• Probation
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Filings, government 

websites, news 

platforms, sell-side 

reports, transcripts, 

social media, etc.

Alibaba

Tencent

EDU

…

EDU

AST Social 

Media 

Sentiment
Alert

Decision

What Can We Do? – Evolve Our Toolkit

Sector and data analysts collaborate to accelerate information processing

Collect relevant 

information from new 

sources

Summarize and tag 

events to entities and 

topics

Measure significance 

of events and 

changes in sentiment

Send alerts to 

PMs and 

Analysts

Discuss and 

make 

decisions
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Epoch Thought Leadership

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS

Winning at Active Management

Authored by three Epoch portfolio managers, 

the book examines the issues facing the 

investment management industry and 

explores the essential roles of culture, 

philosophy and technology.

America’s Risky Experiment: Will the 

Inflation Genie Escape?

Inflation risks are at a four-decade high due to 

today’s combination of a generous Treasury, an 

overly tolerant Fed, and a reopening economy. 

Investors should brace themselves for more 

inflation scares, which will likely remain a key driver 

of equity markets well into 2022.

The Epoch Core Model: 

Our Proprietary Stock Model

More than just our proprietary stock selection 

model, the Epoch Core Model (ECM) is a 

rules-based expression of Epoch’s free cash 

flow investment philosophy. Learn about its 

components and how it’s being used to 

enhance the firm’s investment processes 

across strategies.

Money 3.0: Central Bank Digital 

Currencies (CBDC)

During the past two years, CBDC has progressed 

from a bold speculative concept to a seeming 

inevitability and core feature of our financial 

ecosystem. This paper explores the implications for 

monetary policy, the FinTech and payments sectors, 

and the potential disintermediation of significant 

swaths of the commercial banking system.

Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

Sept. 28, 2021

Managing a Portfolio Through a Pandemic

Aug. 17, 2021

Early Innings for the Post-Pandemic Recovery 

in U.S. Small Cap Equities

The Pandemic Accelerant Part II: 

Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy
The recent surge in start-ups and unicorns reflects 

the broadening of the digital revolution across 

industries. Although the digitization of the economy 

is still in early earnings, we expect digital platforms 

to represent the majority of market cap by 2025, 

with tech, health care and communications the 

most promising sectors.


